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THE 
TREASURES 
OF THE
AL THANI
COLLECTION
The Hôtel de la Marine houses exhibition galleries 
displaying works from the collection assembled by 
Sheikh Hamad bin Abdullah Al Thani. This universalist 
ensemble brings together Egyptian, Chinese, Mayan 
and Islamic as well as European Renaissance art.  
We spoke to its head curator, Amin Jaffer.

Interview by  
Bérénice Geoffroy-Schneiter
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Hôtel de la Marine
THE TREASURES OF THE AL THANI COLLECTION

1. WINE CUP OF  
THE EMPEROR JAHANGIR
!"#$%&'()*+,&-./%+0,&)+$1)&2324&56&
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)*+B>&8>D&AB>
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I#"B&G%*$1&$"&/#11(&$"&K0+AP>&5)"#(1)&
G*$%&+&#"J+0&)1)*A+$*"(&+()&+(&
*(EA#*H$*"(&)+$*(/&*$&$"&$%1&E1A"()&
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2. SASSANID DISH
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+E&*(&$%*E&%.($*(/&EA1(1&G%*A%&E%"GE&
T%+H.#&''&)#+G*(/&%*E&K"G&+()&$+P*(/&
+*B&+$&%*E&H#1J>&

P. 58"59  BUST OF THE  
EMPEROR HADRIAN &DETAIL'
;>&2WD3&7%1+)=C&E1A"()&%+0I&"I&
24$%&A1($.#J&7$"#E"=>&;%+0A1)"(J,&
F1#B1*0,&1(+B10,&H1+#0E,&&
W3>:&Q&2:>:&Q&[>@&AB>

What kind of collector is  
Sheikh Hamad? What criteria  
guide his choices?
The Al Thani Collection presents artworks from a variety of periods and 
civilisations. It reflects the universalist vision of His Highness Sheikh Hamad 
bin Abdullah Al Thani, who wants it to have an encyclopaedic dimension. 
Whether it’s a wooden reliquary head from West Africa, a Roman hardstone 
vase or an ancient Chinese bronze, aesthetic value remains the decisive 
factor. Sheikh Hamad is guided first of all by his eye. I remember seeing him 
at an auction in France a few years ago when he was drawn to a Louis XV 
drop-front secretaire in red lacquer. He acquired it even though the piece 
did not seem to have any special pedigree. Later research revealed that it 
was in fact commissioned in around 1765 from Bernard!II Van Risen Burgh 
or from his son, Bernard III, for the apartments of Madame du Barry in 
Versailles. If this example neatly illustrates Sheikh Hamad’s very personal 
feeling for art, provenance and historical context do also play an important 
role. The works in his collection belonged to lineages of illustrious patrons 
and collectors, such as the Mughal emperors Jahangir and Shah Jahan, or 
Madame de Pompadour, but also aesthetes like Sir Thomas Hope, the 
Comtesse de Béhague, John Pierpont Morgan and Alastair Bradley Martin.
Embracing a wide range of techniques and skills, the collection also reflects 
the ability of human genius to transform rare and precious materials into 
beautiful objects, be it an Olmec jade mask, a golden bracelet from Achae-
menid Iran, or a Milanese Renaissance ewer in heliotrope jasper.
The collection’s main strongpoint is its diversity, as will be shown by the 
inaugural exhibition of the Hôtel de la Marine, which will celebrate the 
unifying power of art with masterpieces from every culture and period.
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Hôtel de la Marine
THE TREASURES OF THE AL THANI COLLECTION

Why is the Al Thani Collection 
Foundation opening exhibition 
galleries at the Hôtel de la Marine?
The Al Thani Collection Foundation is a non-profit organisation whose main 
mission is to encourage and promote art and culture around the world by 
means of temporary exhibitions and individual loans. The chance to work 
with the Centre des Monuments Nationaux and to set up a museum space 
at the heart of the Hôtel de la Marine came at just the right moment: in 
recent years, the Al Thani Collection has been shown at leading museums 
(the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, the Victoria and Albert 
Museum in London, the State Hermitage Museum in Saint Petersburg, the 
National Museum in Tokyo), but there was a growing desire to find a place 
where it could be permanently exhibited and shared with a broader public.
Sheikh Hamad feels a very strong connection with France: his interest in 
art has long been nourished by the country’s heritage and cultural institu-
tions. As a historic monument located in the heart of Paris, built under 
Louis!XV to conserve and exhibit the art collections of French sovereigns, 
the Hôtel de la Marine constitutes an ideal home for such a project. More-
over, as a collector of French furniture with a passion for heritage, the Al 
Thani Collection Foundation is happy to have recently supported this effort 
by donating a Jean-Henri Riesener commode supplied in 1775 for the apart-
ments of Madame Randon de Pommery, wife of the Garde Général des 
Meubles de la Couronne. This precious object will return to its original 
setting in the Hôtel de la Marine after an absence of more than two hundred 
and twenty years.

1. MAYAN PENDANT*MASK
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2.  HEAD OF PHARAOH
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Hôtel de la Marine
THE TREASURES OF THE AL THANI COLLECTION

What exhibitions will be organised 
at the Hôtel de la Marine?
Our inaugural exhibition will develop a universalist theme, highlighting 
the diversity of the collection in order to illustrate cultural tendencies shared 
by all humankind. One of the four galleries will present masterpieces from 
Islamic lands belonging to the Al Thani Collection. 
Later, we plan to host two exhibitions a year in this space, with themes 
conducive to cultural exchange. The temporary exhibitions may also be 
integrated into cultural seasons or shed light on new themes of research in 
projects undertaken with other institutions. The collection has effectively 
developed long-term partnerships with museums around the world and we 
intend to share our resources in order to co-organise exhibitions. The space 
devoted to the Al Thani Collection also comprises an auditorium, and this 
will regularly host talks about our exhibition programme and on subjects 
related to our collection.
So, the creation of a long-term museum space offers numerous opportuni-
ties for the collection and, more generally, for the Foundation’s philanthropic 
activities. At the Hôtel de la Marine we will therefore be presenting works 
belonging to partner institutions. By way of an example, we recently reached 
an agreement with the L.!A. Mayer Museum for Islamic Art in Jerusalem, 
which shares many of our ideals concerning cultural exchanges. The 
museum announced that it would be putting a number of pieces from its 
collection up for sale with Sotheby’s in order to collect the funds needed to 
secure its long-term future and extend its programmes to promote inter-
cultural dialogue. Under our agreement, the pieces that were to be sold will 
be returned to the museum which, over the coming ten years, will regularly 
send a major work to be shown at the Hôtel de la Marine. For example,  
we are going to exhibit a magnificent silver ewer dating from the 11th and 
12th centuries belonging to the famous Harari treasure, named after Ralph 
Harari, an eminent English scholar of the Jewish faith and collector of 
Islamic art objects.
&
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